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That night, I dreamed again about the man with the exploding face. The shock of the moment 

wrenched consciousness from deep sleep and left me gasping. Ellie slept on. She could sleep through 
almost any human-induced or natural catastrophe, but I had discovered that it wasn’t a good idea to 
waken her for any reason until she was ready. 

Bed-warm as I was, the transition to the cold November darkness froze jangling nerves along with 
the rest of me. I stepped through the short hall to the kitchen and found warm clothes hung around the 
stove. The McKay Patent stove. Like its inventor, more function than form. It would never pass muster in 
a designer warehouse conversion in the Bronx, that was for sure. But as an efficient way to burn almost 
anything for heat and cooking it was without peer in the history of stoves. And, banked up with peat for 
the night, it kept clothes warm. I dressed in haste, before cooling spoiled the effect. Some deft wrist action 
gave the McKay Patent a sniff of air and the old cast iron kettle perched on the top began to sing.  

The dream clung to me like a brushed-aside cobweb: unpleasant, insubstantial, hard to shake off. 
Although the man in it always seemed like a stranger, in fact he was quite the opposite. His name was 
John Bigelow and he and I had been friends for many years. 

The kettle boiled, I made coffee. The scalding infusion warmed hands as I stepped out of the cottage 
into the gelid half-light. The sun’s advance guard fanned out from the east, land and sea took on familiar 
form: the bay with its guarding file of islets; beyond, the sulky waters of the Sound of Jura, the low hills 
of Kintyre and the Scottish mainland. A still-life panorama in dark land, black sea and frostbitten sky. I 
sipped coffee, felt corpuscles jolt into action: the official start to my day. 

Six months: that was how long we had been on the island; all except Dougal who had gone back to 
Eire; and Alice. Alice was – had been – married to John: he of the exploding face who haunted my 
dreams from time to time. The rest of us had stuck together, bound by our common experience, by the 
mutual saving of our skins. Six of us. The McLennan Six. Me and Ellie, Colin and Lynn, O’Malley and 
M’kesa. Serendipity had brought us together; friendship had flourished amidst the trials of action: and 
now we were part of an island community on the fringes of the Atlantic seaboard, keeping warm and fed 
and safe while the world’s societies collapsed in upon themselves. 

And yet: we were about to meet with a man who might change everything; who might want us to 
leave the comfort and safety of our island home; and who might want us to put ourselves in danger. The 
fact that we hadn’t already turned him down flat was a sharp stick which poked at us constantly. We 
pondered its painful implications individually, or with one another, but never as a group. For me, it was 
like a discontinuity in the weft and warp of daily life. It was barely a year since I had been catapulted 
from what felt like an idyllic existence into a world of hurt and chaos, forcibly separated from Ellie, 
harried by government agents, forced to flee, to reinvent myself, to gather my motley crew, to return, to 
prevail. Since then, the relative comfort and security of island living had given us all time for 
recuperation. 

Back in the house, I wrote a note for Ellie – “Sweetie Pie, Have left you for the scullery maid. 
Unable to resist her red, raw hands. See you at the hotel. David Forrester arriving about 10.00. Love and 
many other things besides, Donnie” – and left it on the table.  

Outside, dawn joined me in a frosty embrace. I headed south on the road, the whitewashed stone of 
cottages and houses and the swelling breasts of the mountains behind taking on the warm hue of sunrise, 



contrasting with the green frosted chaos of the foreshore. Ahead, the village heart in a motif of white and 
grey – the community hall an exception with its red roof you could spot from space.  

Ahead again, an end view of the hotel, a stolid island in a river of asphalt: the main road leaping to 
the right, up towards high moorland; the shore road drifting left, past the front door and on round to the 
fishing-boat pier.  

In the gloaming of the entrance hall, the smell of noble old carpets, wood polish and long-past meals 
was as familiar as the scent of Ellie’s hair on my pillow. The office was dark; even the printer was asleep. 
I stepped through the Snug and into the octagonal extension that housed the bar. A man with a thin, ruddy 
face and sandy hair was crouched beside a stove in the middle of the room: a McKay Patent stove.  

“The inventor admires his handiwork?” I said. “Or is the bugger misbehaving again?” 
He looked up. Grey eyes twinkled with mischief. 
“Ah well, Mo Caraid, I believe I have the measure of the beast, but one can never underestimate its 

native cunning or its ability to deceive and discombobulate.” 
This beast was at least twice the size of the one to which I had been recently grateful. It was also an 

altogether more complex affair of tubes, flues and dampers.  
“You need to show tolerance and forgiveness, Col. It is, after all, the prototype. The one Ellie and I 

have works like a charm.” 
He stood up, brushing grey ash from the front of his trousers. 
“No one to blame but myself for its shortcomings, that’s for sure. Care for a coffee?” 
“Sure.” 
I sat at a round formica-topped table by the window. Colin went to the bar to pour the coffee, already 

brewed by the old Cona machine he had rescued from a trash pile in Glasgow and lovingly restored. This 
by a man who could invent things in his sleep; who, at one time, had made millions from software 
patents; and whose motto could be “Never Knowingly Flummoxed.” He was also brave and kind. Our 
friendship went back to schooldays. 

The coffee came in mugs. Mine said, “Two Sheep, Perchance Two Bream.” Colin’s was plain. He 
finessed a small jug onto the table. 

“Cream. I know how much you like it. Looks like Murdo has finally got those cows lactating, or 
whatever it is they’re supposed to do.” 

The coffee was transformed. An unexpected pleasure. 
“So.” I said, after a moment. “What about this meeting with David Forrester, then? We haven’t 

really discussed how we’re going to handle it.” 
Colin sat back, unzipped his jacket. The stove had finally achieved ignition and was going for lift-

off. 
“I hadn’t really considered that we needed much preparation, Mo Caraid. After all, we’ve no idea 

what he’s going to propose. Whatever happens, I suggest we take plenty of time to think about it once we 
see what’s on the table.” 

“Agreed, but I wonder if it’s realistic to consider that we might all leave the island, even for a short 
time?” 

He narrowed his eyes and crimped his mouth into an odd shape, which somehow managed to suggest 
scepticism, doubt and indigestion all at the same time. 

“We were all pretty gung-ho about it the other night after Forrester phoned. I don’t remember much 
self-doubt at that point. Is this you having second thoughts about the possibility of us heading out on 
another adventure?” 

It was my turn to sit back, unzip my jacket. But I was leaning forward again in an instant, irritation 
flaring. 



“It’s not that at all. You know fine it’s not, McKay. But we’ve hardly been on the island for six 
months and there is still a lot to get done here. It just seems a bit… premature to be buggering off and 
leaving the rest of the community to get on without us.” 

Colin cradled his mug in both hands. The stove ticked and creaked, straining to fulfil its task in life. 
“Don’t forget that the last time you landed here, you spirited me away to be part of your nefarious 

activities. We were gone for months and the place survived fine. They’re good people and well able to 
look after themselves. That’s how we’ve built the community, so that it doesn’t depend just on one person 
or group of people. New folk who don’t understand that, don’t stay for long. I know security’s an issue, 
with things so unsettled on the mainland, but we’ve made a lot of progress on that front, you must admit. 
Thanks to O’Malley and M’Kesa, there’s not a child, woman or man on the island that doesn’t know what 
to do if there’s a threat of invasion. You sometimes forget that I’ve worked on this a lot longer than you 
have.” 

It was one of those infrequent moments when the straight-shot 160 miles that separated our birth 
places seemed like an unfathomable gulf; when our almost-sibling relationship seemed inexplicable. My 
darkness to his light. The accident of birth, the different genetic imprint of our lands - Outer versus Inner 
Hebrides. In my case, inconsolable despair or uncontrollable anger as a reaction to conflict. In his, neither 
of these things. We avoided crisis always, because he knew the warning signs, had the diversionary 
tactics at his fingertips. 

He drank the last of his coffee and stood up. 
“Come on, I’ve something to show you.” 
Anger sputtered briefly, flashed to earth and was gone. I glugged coffee, we took our mugs to the 

bar, rinsed and hung them up, walked out into the gathering day. 
 


